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Present Designation Future 

Station, Level 
Sr. 
No Name /Shri/Smt. 

Remarks Designation 
Station, Level 

Tech lI, SSE 
Tech Il, SSE (C&W) | (c&w)/ SUR, higher grade vice 

PRAJAKTA MAHENDRA Promoted against 
01 ATHAVALE, 

00529801620, SC 
SUR, L-2 L-4 vacancy (SC) 

The above named employee is not eligible for any facility on transfer account. 

The above promotion order is provisional and subject to the condition, that there are no 

DAR/SPENig cases pending and not undergoing any penalty, debarring promotion which 

should be ensured by the supervisor official concerned before the promotion is effected. The 

promotion is also subject to disposal of Writ petitions/appeals/applications pending in Honorable

Supreme Court/ High Court of various CATs as the case may in occupation before carrying out 

the transferI promotion order. The employee is eligible to draw higher rate of pay in the 

promoted grade from the date they shoulder higher responsibility 

Fixation of pay will be done as per extant rules on the subject. Above named employee is 

eligible to exercise an option within a period of one month for fixation of pay on promotion in the 

manner as laid down in RB's Letter No. F (E) I/89/FR-1/1 dtd. 12/12/1991 Amendment to the 

IREC Vol. Il ( VI edition 87). However those who have already awarded higher grade under 

MACP scheme are not entitled for pay fixation on their regular promotion as it is the same, 

grade granted under MACP in reference to Para 4 of Annexure of Railway Board's Lr. No. PC 

5/2009/ACP/2 dtd. 10/06/2009.

This has the approval of the Competent Authority. 

(Shaik/Mastan) 
Assistant Personnel Officer, 

For Sr. Divisional Personnel Officer / SUR 

CI-Sr.DFM/SUR, 
Sr.DME/SUR for information please. 

C/- SSE(C&W/ SUR, MPP for information & necessary action. 

C/- O. O, Cadre File, P/File. 


